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OPINION
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MATLAB® is widely used for numerical analysis, modeling, and simulation. One of MATLAB's
tools, SimBiology®, is often used for pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic model and dynamic systems; however, SimBiology seems to be rarely used for non-compartmental analysis (NCA), and the
published official documentation provides a poor description of the analysis algorithm for NCA.
Therefore, we conducted NCAs with a hypothetical dataset and some scenarios and compared the
results. According to the results of this study, SimBiology estimates parameters using the unweighted linear regression for the terminal slope and linear interpolation method. Moreover, although the
documentation describing the actual analysis algorithm used to process non-numeric data is not
easily accessible to users, users may introduce numeric data at time zero to perform NCA properly.
Using the command window, users can perform analyses more quickly and effectively. If the NCA
official documentation were improved, SimBiology might be more widely adopted to perform NCA
in clinical pharmacology.

Background

Recently, a variety of computer programs have been used for
numerical analysis, modeling, and simulation. MATLAB®,
which is an abbreviation for ‘matrix laboratory’, is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and programming
language platform that supports tools for modeling, simulation,
visualization, and statistics. Among these tools, SimBiology®
provides programmatic tools for modeling, simulation, and
analysis of dynamic systems including non-compartmental
analysis (NCA), which focuses on pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) and systems biology applications.[1] An
NCA is a widely used method for estimating PK/PD parameters, such as the area under the curve (AUC) and clearance
without adopting a specific model and it is known to provide
more consistent parameter estimates.[2]
SimBiology seems to be rarely used for NCA; a search of
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compartmental analysis’ retrieved only seven articles. Contrary
to popular belief, in the published user’s guide of SimBiology,
only 1,055 words address its use for NCA, excluding the description of abbreviations, and also information describing the
analysis algorithm is poor.[3] We found a few phrases about the
calculation method used for the AUC, “SimBiology uses the
linear trapezoidal method to calculate the AUC” and about the
regression method of the terminal slope, “to calculate the terminal rate constant (Lambda_z), SimBiology performs a set of linear regressions of the log(concentration)–time data using each
of the last n points (n = 3, 4, 5,...) from the terminal portion of
the curve”. Moreover, there is no explicit mention concerning
strategies for handling non-numeric data. Therefore, we conducted NCAs with a hypothetical dataset and some scenarios
and compared the results.

Data analysis

The hypothetical concentration dataset following an extravascular
dose was used to perform NCA with SimBiology (Table 1).[4] Here,
terminal slope and AUClast are of interest because other parameters, such as clearance, can be derived from those two parameters and known values. The estimates of terminal slope and
AUClast are shown in Table 2. For comparison, we conducted
NCAs with several methods for weighting to regression for the
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terminal slope and for calculation of the AUClast using WinNonlin®, which is widely used for NCA in clinical pharmacology.

Table 1. Hypothetical concentration dataset following extravascular
dose (modified from ref 4)
Time (h)

Concentration (mg/L)

Dose (mg)

0

500

0
0.33

5.6

0.5

5.8

0.67

6.3

0.83

4.1

1

3.5

1.5

2.8

2

2.2

2.5

1.7

3

1.8

3.5

1.5

4

1.2

The results using SimBiology corresponded with the results of
uniform weighting and the linear trapezoidal and linear interpolation methods used in WinNonlin.
Using SimBiology, we executed various scenarios for handling
non-numeric data, such as blanks, characters, or symbols. The
scenarios consisted of cases with non-numeric data at time
zero or times other than zero (Table 3). The results of those scenarios, including scenario 0 with the original dataset, are shown
in Table 4. The AUClast of scenario 1 equaled that of scenario 2
with a linearly interpolated data by points of both sides. This
supports that non-numeric data would have been linearly interpolated. Meanwhile, the AUClast of scenario 2 was different from
that of the original dataset because the interpolated data was
slightly larger than the original numeric data at the same timepoint. The AUClast of scenario 3 (with non-numeric data at time
zero) was different from that of the original dataset. The difference was about 8.7%, which may not be acceptable in clinical
pharmacology. We also conducted a scenario 4 by replacing
non-numeric data at time zero with numeric data at the next
closest time point, and the result of scenario 4 was the same as
that of scenario 3.

Table 2. Comparison of non-compartmental analysis results using the hypothetical dataset that does not contain non-numeric data
No. of points†

λz (h-1)

AUClast (h*mg/L)

Linear

3

0.405465108

10.5745

Uniform

Linear/Linear Interpolation

3

0.405465108

10.5745

Uniform

Linear Up Log Down

3

0.405465108

10.5376

1/y

Linear/Linear Interpolation

3

0.408186574

10.5745

1/y

Linear Up Log Down

3

0.408186574

10.5376

Software

Weighting

SimBiology

-

WinNonlin

Calculation Method

†

Number of points used to estimate the terminal slope (λz).

Table 3. List of scenarios for handling non-numeric data
Scenario

Description

0

Original dataset (0 at time zero)

1

Non-numeric data at 1.5h timepoint

2

Linearly interpolated numeric data for non-numeric data in scenario 1

3

Non-numeric data at time zero

4

Numeric data at the next closest timepoint for non-numeric data in scenario 3

Table 4. Non-compartmental analysis using SimBiology under scenarios
Scenario

No. of points†

λz (h-1)

0

3

0.405465108

10.5745

1

3

0.405465108

10.5995

2

3

0.405465108

10.5995

3

3

0.405465108

11.4985

4

3

0.405465108

11.4985

AUClast (h*mg/L)

†

Number of points used to estimate the terminal slope (λz).
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Comments

According to the results of this study, SimBiology estimates
parameters using the unweighted linear regression for the
terminal slope and linear interpolation method. Moreover,
although the documentation describing the actual analysis algorithm for handling non-numeric data is not easily accessible
to users, users may use datasets with numeric data at time zero
to perform NCA properly. SimBiology does have a lower limit
of qualification (LLOQ) option that truncates values below the
LLOQ to zero; however, that option is neither applicable for
non-numeric data nor can it be set separately based on conditions.
We queried the vendor regarding the estimation method used
in SimBiology and received the answer that “SimBiology's NCA
uses linear regression with all the points weighted equally, that
is ‘unweighted' linear regression."[5] However, users expect to
be able to find explicit descriptions in the published user’s guide
without having to obtain a personalized answer. Thus, we suggest that the vendor supplement the NCA-related information
in their official document by including a detailed explanation
for people using or who would like to use SimBiology.
If writing code is a barrier to using SimBiology, a user-friendly
interface is available; however, users can perform NCA more
quickly, address non-numeric data, and set multiple rules for
LLOQ using the command window. Code written in the command window is recorded to a log; thus, it is reproducible
and can be tracked. Moreover, because SimBiology runs on
MATLAB, the results and the source data can easily be applied
to other tools on the MATLAB platform, such as gPKPDsim,
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which is a graphic user interface application for PK/PD modeling and simulation.[6] Given these advantages, if the NCA-related information in the official documentation were improved,
performing NCA with SimBiology might be more widely used
in the field of clinical pharmacology.
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